
ENCLOSURE  8.1 

CANNOCK CHASE COUNCIL 

CABINET 

2 SEPTEMBER, 2010 

REPORT OF DIRECTOR OF CULTURE AND REGENERATION 

RESPONSIBLE PORTFOLIO LEADER – ENVIRONMENT 

CHASE LINE RAIL SERVICE – PROPOSED SERVICE REDUCTIONS 

KEY DECISION – YES 

1. Purpose of Report 

1.1   To give consideration to a request from Centro for Cannock Chase Council (and            
Staffordshire County Council) to provide funding to maintain the Chase Line incremented 
rail services between Birmingham-Walsall-Cannock-Hednesford-Rugeley. 

 

2. Recommendation(s) 

2.1       That the Council’s existing Rail Revenue Support Budget together with such external  
             funding as may be considered appropriate as a result of developer contributions received 
             under the terms of planning obligations entered into under Section 106 of the Town and 
             Country Planning Act 1990 (as amended) towards improving or facilitating the operation of 
             transport services, be made available to provide financial support for the incremented rail 
             services. 
 
2.2       That, the Director of Culture and Regeneration in consultation with the Environment Leader 
             be authorised to negotiate and agree terms to secure the retention of as many of the 
             existing incremented rail services as possible in the December 2010 timetable, subject to 
             agreements for contributions being secured with CENTRO and Staffordshire County 
             Council and to subsequent approval by the Department for Transport and Network Rail. 
 
2.3       That the Council engage in further discussions with Centro, Staffordshire County Council,            
 the Department for Transport, London Midland, Network Rail and the Office of Rail             
 Regulation, with the aim of achieving the continued operation of existing Chase Line rail 
             services for the remainder of the West Midlands rail franchise until 19 September 2015. 
           

 
3. Summary (inc. brief overview of relevant background history) 

3.1      A report was considered by Cabinet on 19 June 2008, in which support in principle was            
 given to provide funding towards enhanced incremented rail services on the Chase Line.            
 These included the provision of a second off-peak Birmingham-Rugeley service, which            
 when combined with the DfT funded franchise service, would provide a half hourly off-peak            
 frequency, as well as extending the existing franchised weekday evening, hourly,            
 Birmingham – Hednesford service, north to the two Rugeley stations. 
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3.2     In subsequent officer discussions with Centro in July 2008, Staffordshire and Cannock            
 Chase Councils, indicated that they would be sympathetic to collectively fund 12.5% of the              
 then estimated cost of the overall Chase Line enhancement package of £424,000, i.e.            
 £53,000 per annum. At that time Centro were under the impression that an agreement with             
 the DfT under the previous Central Trains franchise, was still valid, in which they could             
 retain 1% of rail fare increases to fund the rail service enhancement package including the             
 Chase Line services.  
 
3.3       It subsequently transpired that the DfT disagreed with Centro’s interpretation that a local  
             fund based on retention of 1% of rail fare increases, applied to the new West Midlands  
             franchise operated by London Midland. This created a funding gap last summer and led to 
             the proposed withdrawal of the enhanced incremented Chase Line services. Fortunately, 
             the cutbacks were narrowly averted and the DfT, Centro and London Midland,  
             subsequently agreed to provide funding for one year only from December 2009 to  
             December 2010, to secure the retention of the existing service and to see if a more  
             permanent arrangement could be identified for the remainder of the franchise to 2015. 
 
3.4     In order to avoid a repeat of this situation in 2010, this Council held a joint officer/member          
 meeting with Centro, Staffordshire County Council and London Midland in November 
 2009.  Centro confirmed that they would be talking to both Staffordshire authorities 
 before Centro’s July deadline. Regrettably, the level of funding Staffordshire and 
 Cannock Chase Councils have now been asked to provide is substantially more than what  
             the two Councils were initially asked to provide, involving an increase from £53,000 pa to  
             £290,000 pa. Centro’s more recent report of 9 July, still leaves a funding shortfall of  
             £106,000, even based on the more recent costs for operating the service from London  
             Midland, and taking account of Centro’s own contributions, together with that of 
             Staffordshire and Cannock Chase Councils. 
 
3.5     Urgent talks were therefore held with Centro before their deadline of 7 July 2010, in which 
 it was explained that without additional funding, their own funds were inadequate to 
 support a number of rail revenue support projects, including retention of the enhanced 
 Chase Line services. Cannock Chase and Staffordshire Council’s both reiterated their 
 previous offer to provide funding up to the agreed ceiling. However, this still left a funding 
 shortfall of approximately £100,000.  
  
3.6     Centro subsequently reported the situation to their Urgency Sub Committee on 9 July, in  
             where it is understood when they agreed to support the continued operation of the Monday  
             to Saturday evening, incremented service from Birmingham to Rugeley. Centro would also  
             like to retain the Saturday daytime enhancement, i.e. retention of a half-hourly day time  
             service. However, Centro have indicated that this will need to be subject to further  
             discussions with Cannock Chase and Staffordshire Councils on the costs as yet  
             unspecified, received from London Midland. Centro have also indicated that they would be  
             looking for additional funding for the 2011 increment, more in proportion to the relevant  
             mileage operated in Staffordshire, which constitutes 69% of the mileage between Walsall  
             and Rugeley. The financial implications for this Council will not be known until this meeting  
             has taken place. 
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3.7       Further factors that have impacted on the retention of the existing services, involve a  
            ‘capacity charge’ which the Office of Rail Regulation (ORR) require London Midland to  
             include in the service costs. This acts as a major additional cost on the service. Centro and  
             this Council have made separate representations to ORR to see if this can be dropped. 
 
3.8        A further factor that led to the high cost of operating the second ‘incremented’ off-peak  
             service, is that because linespeed improvements have not been carried out, the service  
             has to operate non-stop between Walsall and Cannock, resulting in lost income from  
             intermediate stations. It is understood that the Department for Transport (DfT) have not yet 
             authorised Network Rail to carry out these works and the timescale is unknown. The  
             Council has raised this matter with the DfT. 
 
3.9    The ability to deliver these services would still be subject to the approval of the DfT for the  
             funding package and Network Rail to grant track access rights to the train operator. 
 

4. Key issues and Implications 

4.1       Cannock Chase Council is strongly opposed to the proposed withdrawal of the second, off-            
 peak, weekday Birmingham-Rugeley services as well as the Birmingham-Rugeley evening             
 services north of Hednesford. The priority should be to identify a package at an affordable 
             cost to the Staffordshire Council’s, that would allow retention of the Chase Line existing  
             service levels, at least for the next year from December 2010 to December 2011, as well  
             as identifying a longer term solution for the remainder of the franchise to 2015. The Chase  
             Line is one of the fastest growing services in the region, experiencing growth of 7% pa,  
             regardless of the recession. 
 
4.2      The Council has developed a close working relationship with Centro since the rail service             
 was restored in 1989, and wishes to see this maintained. This Council has been actively             
 involved in development of the passenger rail service since its restoration, including the             
 construction of three station car parks at Cannock, Hednesford and Rugeley Town,             
 together with revenue support with Staffordshire County Council, for the Hednesford –             
 Rugeley service under the Central Trains franchise from 1997 to 2007, with Centro’s             
 support. The Council has previously expressed its interest in making funding available for            
 Chase Line services under the London Midland franchise.  
 
4.3       As the local economy attempts to move out of recession these cuts in accessibility 

between the District and the conurbation will damage people’s employment and leisure 
opportunities and as a result will damage the economy of the sub-region.   Full service 
connections between the conurbation and communities and places of work on its periphery 
will be of increasing importance in the future. 

  
4.4       It is also understood that one of the factors of the high subsidy per passenger for the off-
 peak service, was partly because the only way to fit in a two train per hour off-peak pattern            
 was for the second train (the incremental service), to operate non-stop between Cannock 
             and Walsall, which results in revenue not being generated from intermediate stations. The 
 achievement of the linespeed improvements are therefore important. Had Network Rail 
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 carried out the intended line speed improvements, it is believed this would have reduced 
 the per passenger levels subsidy and will do so in the future.  
 
4.5     Network Rail will in fact be carrying out the installation of new electric signalling on the             
 Chase Line over a three year period from October 2010 to August 2013, for which the             
 Council is providing a compound in Cannock.  On completion, this will considerably                
             enhance the capacity of the Chase Line, another reason for maintaining the existing 
 service levels, to allow for further expansion. 
 
4.6     Centro have also identified a further high cost generated from the levying of a capacity              
 charge on London Midland in operating the additional services. This charge is intended to              
 operate as a congestion charge for parts of the railway that are operating at or near              
 capacity and is a regulated charge set by the Office of Rail Regulation (ORR). The              
 methodology of this charge has a significant impact on the cost of the incremented 
 services even though the incremented services do not impact on the total capacity of the 
 network.  Centro propose to lobby the DfT and ORR on this matter. 
  
 4.7   Since the withdrawal of the Walsall-Wolverhampton service in 2008, the Chase Line             
 offers the only north bound service out of Walsall to Stafford, albeit having to change at 
 Rugeley Trent Valley. The only alternative is to travel south to Birmingham for connections. 
  
4.8      The value of a full service on the Chase Line has long been recognised. When the West             
 Midlands franchise was originally tendered, the DfT did in fact require bidders to submit 
 costs for a half-hourly off-peak B'ham-Rugeley service, which the Council was led to  
             believe, was to compensate for loss of the through service to Stafford. It subsequently  
             transpired that the DfT withdrew this requirement, but only the bidders were informed. 
  
4.9       Centro have informed the DfT that reverting back to an hourly off-peak service will result in              
 a loss of connections at Rugeley Trent Valley.  These services are well used by               
 passengers and particularly students going to Stafford and the north-west as well as south              
 to London. The franchise requires that connections not exceeding 15 minutes are provided              
 at Rugeley Trent Valley. However, the DfT have advised Centro that this requirement was              
 dependent on Network Rail delivering line speed enhancements which have yet to be              
 delivered. The DfT have therefore advised that under these circumstances they would               
 expect London Midland to apply for a derogation (exemption) and that the DfT would be             
 minded to grant it. 
 
5. Conclusions and Reason(s) for the Recommendation(s) 

5.1       The Council in partnership with Centro and Staffordshire County Council, are being offered               
 the opportunity to secure the retention of as many of the incremented rail services that               
 they can afford, with particular reference to the weekday evening and the Saturday               
 incremented service between Birmingham and Rugeley. The use of S106 funding may               
 represent the only other opportunity to retain some or all of the existing incremented               
 Chase Line rail services. 
 
5.2        It is also recommended that the Council pursue the outstanding issues identified in the                   
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             report with the DfT, ORR and Network Rail, which could potentially reduce the costs of              
 retaining the incremented rail services to acceptable levels. 
 
 
6.         Other Options Considered 

6.1       This report deals with a reduction in services on the Chase Line in response to a shortage  
             of funding. There are no other options/alternatives to service provision. The funding  
             options are considered in the report. 
 
7. Report Author Details 

7.1        Mr J. Morgan, Principal Planning Officer, Planning Policy, x4308. 
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SCHEDULE OF ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

INDEX 

Contribution to Council Priorities (i.e. CHASE, Corporate Priorities) Section 1 

Contribution to Promoting Community Engagement Section 2 

Financial Implications  Section 3 

Legal Implications  Section 4 

Human Resource Implications Section 5 

Section 17 (Crime Prevention)  Section 6 

Human Rights Act Implications  Section 7 

Data Protection Act Implications Section 8 

Risk Management Implications Section 9 

Equality and Diversity Implications Section 10 

List of Background Papers Section 11 

Report History Section 12 

Annexes to the Report i.e. copies of correspondence, plans etc. Annex 1, 2, 3 
etc 
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Section 1 

Contribution to Council Priorities (i.e. CHASE, Corporate Plan) 

Any future Council involvement in funding improvements to the rail service, will accord with the 
CHASE objectives with respect to promoting Accessibility to Learning Skills, reducing Social 
Inclusion, assisting Economic Regeneration and helping the Environment through promoting a 
sustainable form of transport. 

Section 2 

Contribution to Promoting Community Engagement 

The Council has encouraged wider community involvement in the proposed service cut-backs 
through giving publicity to Centro’s proposals. 

Section 3 

Financial Implications 

As referred to throughout the report, the levels of service and the overall share of the cost to be 
borne by Cannock Chase Council cannot be quantified at this moment in time and will be the 
subject of further negotiations with Centro, Staffordshire County Council, the Department for 
Transport, London Midland, Network Rail and the Office of Rail Regulation. 
 
The existing provision for Rail Revenue Support is as follows: 

 

Rail Revenue Support 
2010-11 

Approved 
Budget  

2011-12 
Standstill 
Budget 

2012-13 
Standstill 
Budget 

    
Budget For Year 18,450 9,360 9,460 

    
Total 18,450 9,360 9,460 

   

There is also a balance of £15,285 in the “Rail Revenue Support Reserve” which can also be used 
to fund Rail Revenue Support costs; obviously this is a one off item. 

Para 5.1 of this report refers to the possibility of using Section 106 funding to supplement the 
funding detailed above. However, the previous report to Cabinet on 19th June 2008 refers to the 
potential use of £115,180 of Cannock Town Centre (redevelopment of the former cinema site) 
Section 106 funds received as part of the Project. At this moment in time this Section 106 remains 
unsigned as a result of the current economic climate preventing the overall funding of the Scheme 
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from being achieved. It is anticipated that receipt of this Section 106 funding will be significantly 
delayed, and may not be received at all if the required funding for the overall scheme cannot be 
finalised. 

There may be other Section 106’s that may be considered appropriate as a result of developer 
contributions received in respect of public transport improvement planning obligations, the use of 
these will require approval as part of the Section 106 Programme. 
 
Further reports will need to be considered by Members once negotiations between all interested 
parties have progressed further and will include detailed financial implications.  

Any request for additional funding in excess of existing provisions will need to be considered as 
part of the Councils Delivering Change Process. It should be stressed that during negotiations the 
only financial input the Council can currently make to the Chase Line are as detailed above. 

Section 4 

Legal Implications 

The Council has power under Section 106 (2) and ( 3) of the Transport Act 1985 to contribute 
towards the cost of facilitating or improving the operation of public passenger transport services in 
their area. Staffordshire County Council has similar powers. The Council may only use 
contributions which have been received under planning obligations entered into under Section 106 
of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 ( as amended) if the covenants in the planning 
obligation permit the contribution to be used for this purpose. 

If the decision is taken to fund enhancements of the rail service on the Chase Line it will be 
necessary for the Council to enter into a legal agreement with Centro and/or Staffordshire County 
Council setting out the terms and conditions upon which the funding is provided by the Council. 

 

Section 5 

Human Resource Implications 

There are no human resource implications in the report. 

 

Section 6 

Section 17 (Crime Prevention) 

The provision of  rail services to and from Rugeley, Hednesford and Cannock would allow the 
younger population, particularly in Rugeley, to access a wider range of evening leisure, 
recreational and cultural facilities in Cannock, Walsall or Birmingham, as well as connecting into 
long distance services at Birmingham and Rugeley Trent Valley. 
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Section 7 

Human Rights Act Implications 

There are no identified implications in respect of the Human Rights Act 1998 arising from this 
report. 

Section 8 

Data Protection Act Implications 

There are no identified implications in respect of the Data Protection Act arising from this report. 

Section 9 

Risk Management Implications 

In the event that the Council agreed to fund the rail service enhancement, this would still be subject 
to Staffordshire County Council and CENTRO also giving their agreement, as well as Network Rail 
agreeing to give track access rights to the train operator.  The Council, may not be in a position to 
identify the full amount of funding required, if the DfT insist on this being provided for the full length 
of the franchise until 2015. 

Section 10 

Equality and Diversity Implications 

There are no implications in the report. 

Section 11 

List of Background Papers 

Annex 1   Centro, Urgency Sub Committee, 9 July 2010, Rail Service Enhancements.                                                              
            

Section 12 

Report History 

Council Meeting Date 

Cabinet – Chase Line Rail Service – Proposed Enhancements 19 June 2008  

 

Annexes to Report 

None.                                                                                        


